Impact of dynamic alignment, motion, and center of rotation on myelopathy grade and regional disability in cervical spondylotic myelopathy
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OBJECT Cervical stenosis is a defining feature of cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM). Matsunaga et al. proposed that elements of stenosis are both static and dynamic, where the dynamic elements magnify the canal deformation of the static state. For the current study, the authors hypothesized that dynamic changes may be associated with myelopathy severity and neck disability. This goal of this study was to present novel methods of dynamic motion analysis in CSM.

METHODS A post hoc analysis was performed of a prospective, multicenter database of patients with CSM from the AOSpine North American study. One hundred ten patients (34%) met inclusion criteria, which were symptomatic CSM, age over 18 years, baseline flexion/extension radiographs, and health-related quality of life (HRQOL) questionnaires (modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association [mJOA] score, Neck Disability Index [NDI], the 36-Item Short Form Health Survey Physical Component Score [SF-36 PCS], and Nurick grade). The mean age was 56.9 ± 12 years, and 42% of patients were women (n = 46). Correlations with HRQOL measures were analyzed for regional (cervical lordosis and cervical sagittal vertical axis) and focal parameters (kyphosis and spondylolisthesis between adjacent vertebrae) in flexion and extension. Baseline dynamic parameters (flexion/extension cone relative to a fixed C-7, center of rotation [COR], and range of motion arc relative to the COR) were also analyzed for correlations with HRQOL measures.

RESULTS At baseline, the mean HRQOL measures demonstrated disability and the mean radiographic parameters demonstrated sagittal malalignment. Among regional parameters, there was a significant correlation between decreased neck flexion (increased C2–7 angle in flexion) and worse Nurick grade (R = 0.189, p = 0.048), with no significant correlations in extension. Focal parameters, including increased C-7 sagittal translation over T-1 (slip), were significantly correlated with greater myelopathy severity (mJOA score, Flexion R = -0.377, p = 0.003; mJOA score, Extension R = -0.261, p = 0.027). Sagittal slip at C-2 and C-4 also correlated with worse HRQOL measures. Reduced flexion/extension motion cones, a more posterior COR, and smaller range of motion correlated with worse general health SF-36 PCS and Nurick grade.

CONCLUSIONS Dynamic motion analysis may play an important role in understanding CSM. Focal parameters demonstrated a significant correlation with worse HRQOL measures, especially increased C-7 sagittal slip in flexion and extension. Novel methods of motion analysis demonstrating reduced motion cones correlated with worse myelopathy grades.

ABBREVIATIONS CL = C2–7 cervical lordosis; COR = center of rotation; CSM = cervical spondylotic myelopathy; cSVA = C2–7 sagittal vertical axis; CTJ = cervicothoracic junction; HRQOL = health-related quality of life; mJOA = modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association; NDI = Neck Disability Index; ROM = range of motion; SF-36 PCS = 36-Item Short Form Health Survey Physical Component Summary.
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Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) is one of the most common causes of spinal cord dysfunction worldwide. It is a spinal cord condition with a partially described natural history, and it can be progressive or resume after a period of quiescence. CSM causes neurological impairment and functional decline predominantly in the adult population over 55 years of age. Both static and dynamic elements can factor into the course of this disease. Underlying static factors of stenosis can cause nerve and spinal cord compression leading to CSM. It may also be exacerbated by the repetitive insult of dynamic factors such as those incurred during neck flexion and extension movements.

Anterior and/or posterior soft-tissue and bony elements contribute to the static factors that cause stenosis. Protruding discs and ligamentous hypertrophy are examples of soft-tissue mass effects on the spinal canal, whereas age-related changes in the vertebrae and facets represent the osseous degenerative cascade known as spondylosis. However, spondylosis itself is not always pathognomonic for CSM. A consecutive autopsy series in 200 adults demonstrated spondylosis in 53.5% of specimens, with only 7.5% of these having documented clinical evidence of myelopathy. Whereas degenerative changes can accumulate with age and affect the spinal canal diameter, there is often more to CSM than is evident from a static MRI study.

Dynamic elements can magnify the static components of canal deformation by ligamentous and osseous pathologies. An already compressed spinal cord can sustain further damage when exposed to longitudinal cord tension in repetitive flexion or extension movements. With flexion, the spinal cord is draped over the vertebral bodies and can be compressed against osteophytic spurs and protruding discs. With hyperextension, the ligamentum flavum or laminae can pinch the spinal cord posteriorly against the posterior margin of the vertebral body anteriorly. Over time, these repetitive movements can cause irreversible changes in the spinal cord, which is perhaps why some patients may not improve after decompression, but rather experience a plateau of previously deteriorating symptoms.

Furthermore, these motion-related factors not only reduce space, but can also compromise capillaries and microvasculature that maintain a steady supply of oxygen and nutrients to the spinal cord. The accumulation of degenerative changes affects the canal diameter, as well as the sagittal mobility of the spine, leading to acute neuropsychopathological changes that culminate in disease. Even patients with conditions that have nondegenerative etiologies, such as athetoid-dystonic conditions, cervical dystonia, or achondroplasia, as well as rugby players with repeated, forced flexion and extension positions, can experience accelerated spondylosis with dynamic motion-related development of CSM.

Static and dynamic factors affect the natural history in many spinal pathologies globally and focally. Considering the entire spinal column and the head and trunk in its entirety, Dubousset visualized a conus of balance for the standing position, in which the feet are located within a zone called the “polygon of sustentation” and the body, under the influence of muscle function and ligamentous support, can move in a conical fashion without moving the feet. He further described the concept of a “conus of economy,” where the body can stay balanced with minimal muscle action. With this model in mind, we propose to visualize the dynamic cervical spine in patients with CSM as a “cone of kinesis” for the purposes of examining the pathology in a kinetic fashion.

An appreciation of the dynamic contributions to the pathobiology of CSM is acknowledged in the literature. However, there is a paucity of data that attempt to convert these dynamic motions into quantifiable parameters, and even fewer data exist that try to correlate the dynamic aspects of CSM with disease- and region-specific scores. To our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to evaluate and correlate the relationship between dynamic radiographs and myelopathy severity and neck disability using traditional and novel methods of motion analysis.

Methods

Study Design and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

This study is a post hoc analysis of a prospective, multicenter database of 302 patients with symptomatic CSM across 12 surgical spine centers in North America. Participating centers are contributing members to the AOspine North America Clinical Research Network, a nonprofit organization dedicated to developing research and expanding education on spinal pathologies. Institutional review board approval and patient informed consent was obtained from all sites and is registered with clinicaltrials.gov.
the dynamic analysis, radiographs were superimposed at a fixed C-7.

Fig. 1. Full flexion and extension radiographs of the cervical spine. For the dynamic analysis, radiographs were superimposed at a fixed C-7.

Data Collection

Available patient demographic data included age, sex, and medical comorbidities. Nurick grade and HRQOL measures were recorded preoperatively and included modified Japanese Orthopaedic Association (mJOA) scores, the Neck Disability Index (NDI), and the 36-Item Short Form Physical Component Summary (SF-36 PCS). Nurick grade is a clinical score for myelopathy severity determined by the physician, and ranges from Grade 0 (best) to Grade 5 (worst). mJOA score is a patient-reported outcome specific for myelopathy severity and ranges from 0 (worst) to 18 (best). NDI is a patient-reported outcome specific for neck disability and ranges from 0 (best) to 100 (worst). SF-36 PCS is also a multipurpose, patient-reported outcome that measures the burden of disease and ranges from 0 (lowest level of health) to 100 (highest level of health).

Radiographic Analysis

Radiographic anatomical landmarks were ascertained at baseline by demarcating the margins of the superior endplate, inferior endplate, and posterior tangent line of each vertebral body on full cervical flexion and extension radiographs using SpineView software (Laboratory of Biomechanics, ENSAM) and analyzed using MATLAB software (MathWorks); calibration for linear measurements was obtained using the height of C-3 as 17.7 mm. Digitalization of each vertebral endplate on the sagittal flexion and extension radiographs from C-7 to the cranium permitted calculation of both regional and focal parameters. Regional parameters included C2–7 cervical lordosis (cL) and C2–7 sagittal vertical axis (cSVA). The cSVA was measured as the horizontal distance between a plumb line dropped from the center of the C-2 vertebral body and the posterior-superior corner of C-7. Focal parameters between adjacent cervical vertebrae included number of kyphotic levels and spondylolisthesis (also acknowledged as sagittal translation, or slip of 1 vertebra over another). Slip was treated as a continuous variable expressed in millimeters.

Traditional methods for dynamic analysis, such as center of rotation (COR) and range of motion (ROM), were also used. COR, calculated from a dynamic C-2 with the Bogduk method, which he referred to as the instantaneous axis of rotation, was determined from the perpendicular bisectors of the lines drawn from the anterior-inferior corner of C-2 in flexion to extension and the posterior-inferior corner of C-2 in flexion to extension (Fig. 2). Initially, the instantaneous axis of rotation of each individual vertebra was calculated through a series of radiographs to obtain a cumulative "centrode of motion," but this method is associated with large technical errors because of the small increments of angular displacement. However, the Bogduk method can be applied in full flexion and extension of the cervical spine to consider the physiological movement of the region as a whole.

COR was quantified with a cephalad/caudal component and an anterior/posterior component to locate its central moment along the cervical spine using the posterior-superior corner of C-7 as the reference point; to produce the coordinates for the COR, these distances were normalized to the height and width of C-7 for each patient to standardize individual differences. An ROM arc was also calculated for each patient, relative to the COR.

Novel methods for dynamic parameters were also developed to better visualize and conceptualize the motion of the cervical spine in 1 parameter. This cone of kinesis is a cone computed from a fixed C-7 to the position of C-2 in flexion and extension. This flexion/extension cone is composed of both a flexion/extension area (integrated moment along the cervical spine using the posterior-superior corner of C-7. Focal parameters between adjacent cervical vertebrae included number of kyphotic levels and spondylolisthesis (also acknowledged as sagittal translation, or slip of 1 vertebra over another). Slip was treated as a continuous variable expressed in millimeters.

Statistical Analysis

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 17.0 software (IBM). Descriptive statistics were used to characterize mean age, sex distribution, baseline radiographic parameters (regional, focal, and dynamic), baseline Nurick grade, and baseline HRQOL measures. Pearson correlations between radiographic parameters (regional and focal) in flexion and extension with HRQOL measures were
conducted. Pearson correlations between dynamic parameters with HRQOL measures were also conducted. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient Population

A total of 110 patients with CSM from the AOSpine North America study database met inclusion criteria for this analysis. The average age was 56.9 ± 12.0 years and 42% of patients were women (n = 46). The mean duration of symptoms at baseline was 28.4 months.

Baseline Presentation: Nurick Grade, HRQOL Measures, and Sagittal Alignment

Mean Nurick grade and HRQOL measures demonstrated disability at baseline. More than 90% of patients (n = 100) presented clinically with a Nurick grade between 1 and 3 at baseline (Table 1). Patient-reported outcomes supported this clinical evaluation with an mJOA score of 13.0 ± 2.9, an NDI of 42.5 ± 20.7, and an SF-36 PCS 34.7 ± 10.1.

The mean regional radiographic parameters demonstrated sagittal malalignment. In extension, the mean cSVA was 10.1 ± 13.2 mm and cL was 22.7° ± 11.6°. In flexion, the mean cSVA was 48.2 ± 12.4 mm and cL was −14.8° ± 12.7°. The mean cSVA in flexion was above the threshold of cervical alignment, defined as 40 mm in the sagittal plane.59

Correlations: Regional, Focal, and Dynamic Parameters

Regarding regional parameters, there was a significant positive correlation between a larger cL in flexion and worse Nurick grade (R = 0.189, p = 0.048), with no significant correlations in extension and Nurick grade or HRQOL measures (Table 2).

Focal parameters were also significantly correlated with disability (Table 2). C-7 sagittal slip (defined as listhesis between C-7 and T-1) correlated with worse mJOA score in flexion (R = −0.377, p = 0.003) and extension (R = −0.261, p = 0.027). Translational slips at other levels also correlated with myelopathy severity and disability: C-4 sagittal slip correlated with worse NDI (R = 0.281, p = 0.004) and SF-36 PCS in extension (R = −0.259, p = 0.010); worse C-2 slip in extension correlated with worse mJOA score (R = −0.195, p = 0.042); and maximum slip in extension also correlated with worse mJOA score (−0.241, p = 0.011). In terms of number of kyphotic levels, there were no correlations in extension, but in flexion, there were significant correlations with Nurick grade (R = −0.296, p = 0.002) and mJOA score (R = 0.249, p = 0.009).

Dynamic parameters (Fig. 4) also correlated with HRQOL measures: worse Nurick grade correlated with smaller flexion/extension cone area (R = −0.261, p = 0.041) and smaller flexion/extension cone angle (R = −0.251, p = 0.049); worse SF-36 PCS correlated with a more posterior COR (R = −0.319, p = 0.016) and smaller ROM (R = 0.418, p = 0.007). A smaller ROM also correlated with a worse Nurick grade (R = −0.266, p = 0.038) when this dynamic analysis was conducted from a fixed T-1 (instead of a fixed C-7).

Further analysis of the dynamic parameters revealed that both cone area and cone angle correlated with age, with smaller cones as age increases (cone area and age R = −0.395, p ≤ 0.001; cone angle and age R = −0.442, p ≤ 0.001). There was also a significant correlation between a larger cone angle and a more distal COR along the cervical spine (R = 0.268, p = 0.033). There was no correlation between the cone of kinesis (cone area and cone angle) and ROM.

Discussion

The key findings in this analysis were regional, focal, and dynamic radiographic slight but significant correlations with HRQOL measures or Nurick grade. Among regional parameters, there was a significant correlation between increased cL in flexion and Nurick grade (R = 0.189, p = 0.048), with no significant correlations in extension. Focal parameters, especially C-7 sagittal slip, were significantly correlated with myelopathy severity (mJOA score, Flexion R = −0.377, p = 0.003; mJOA score, Extension R = −0.261, p = 0.027). Other focal parameters,
including C-4 slip and C-2 slip, also correlated with worse HRQOL measures. Finally, reduced flexion/extension motion cones, a more posterior COR, and smaller range of motion correlated with worse general health (SF-36 PCS) and Nurick grade. The correlations were globally weak but comparable with such found in the literature.55,59

**Background**

This dedicated ROM analysis in a baseline cohort of patients with symptomatic CSM attempted to evaluate regional, focal, and dynamic parameters, which all correlated with some quantifiable measure of disease severity. Biomechanical and motion-related factors can transiently compress the spinal cord, nerve roots, and their vascular supply,11,29,50,53 and the importance of this dynamic motion has been studied previously. Park et al. studied the ROM in the cervical spine after extensive fusion, with a methodology using the occipitocervical angle (made by the anterior cervical fusion mass and the McGregor line) and the cervicosternal angle (made by the anterior cervical fusion mass and the anterior border of the sternum) in flexion and extension.46 Similarly, Fujimori et al. examined the ROM after laminoplasty by simply looking at the difference between cL in flexion and extension,23 which, in our study, did not correlate with severity of myelopathy. These studies propose methods for analyzing dynamic motion. However, no prospective study has delved into a large population of patients with CSM and carefully examined their baseline presentation on the regional and focal levels.

**Regional Abnormalities and ROM**

When considering the cervical spine in its entirety on a regional level, increased cL in flexion correlated with a poor Nurick grade. There were no correlations with any regional parameters and Nurick grade or HRQOL measures in patients with a cervical spine aligned in extension at baseline. All prior studies have found that with active flexion, the length of the canal increases. As a result, the cord and dura are stretched beyond their normal tension with an unequal distribution and held against spondylotic protrusions,11,43,50 whereas in extension, the cervical spinal cord is relaxed and flaccid.11 It is possible that the patient with CSM may be instinctively guarding the cord against further longitudinal tension by maintaining some extension in flexion.11 Alternatively, increased cL in flexion may result from increased rigidity due to spondylosis.

Cervical lordosis in a posture of maximum flexion is perhaps intuitively peculiar (see Fig. 5). Tang et al. explained that in the presence of positive cervical sagittal alignment, the cervical spine may adopt drastic changes in curvature, namely hyperlordosis of C1–2 as a compensatory mechanism when Dubousset’s conus of economy concept was applied to the cervical spine.15,59 Moreover,
with increasing age, patients with CSM have a decreased ROM with stiff soft tissues to maintain the head-neck complex in an optimal position; the patient may not realize his full ROM in flexion because of habitually holding a stiff neck. This study also found a correlation between decreased ROM and a higher Nurick grade. The authors hypothesized that abnormal lordosis in flexion could be due to a patient’s attempt to minimize cord tension and distortion, compensate for deformity, or be a reflection of an overall decreased ROM and constitutively tense soft tissues.

**Focal Abnormalities**

Matsunaga et al. stated that static pathology is exacerbated by dynamic elements, and the data in this study support their assertion on a focal level. The role of focal deformity, specifically listhesis (probably degenerative spondylolisthesis in this patient population) and focal kyphosis, in symptomatology is highlighted during dynamic alignment analysis of radiographs and HRQOL in CSM.

### TABLE 2. Correlations between radiographic parameters and clinical outcomes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiographic Parameters</th>
<th>Clinical Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurick Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focal &amp; regional (flexion/extension)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cL</td>
<td>0.189/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. kyphotic levels</td>
<td>−0.296/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-7/T-1 slip</td>
<td>NS/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3/C-4 slip</td>
<td>NS/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-2/C-3 slip</td>
<td>NS/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max slip</td>
<td>NS/NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone area</td>
<td>−0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone angle</td>
<td>−0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORap</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistical correlations (R values) between radiographic parameters and clinical scores.

CORap = anteroposterior component of the position of the COR in regard to C-7; NS = not significant.

---

**FIG. 4.** Dynamic parameters and correlations with HRQOL measures or Nurick grade. COR is denoted by the star; flexion/extension cone area and angle calculated from a fixed C-7 position; ROM calculated from the COR. Figure is available in color online only.

**FIG. 5.** Example of a patient with 6° of cL in maximum flexion. Figure is available in color online only.
neck motion. Sagittal listhesis can lead to narrowing of the cervical canal, which by itself may exacerbate myelopathy. The interactions of these factors all contribute to the myelopathic picture. The relative contribution of sagittal slip compared with canal stenosis is, perhaps, a mixed picture.

Sagittal slip at C7–T1 in both flexion and extension correlates with a worse mJOA score. As it is where the mobile neck transitions to a more fixed thoracic barrel, the cervicothoracic junction (CTJ) is a biomechanically complex area. Bony destruction due to neoplasm or trauma, or surgical decompression at this location, can result in major concern for spinal instability. A biomechanical cadaveric study by Stemper et al. demonstrated that lower cervical joints are subjected to greater motion and higher likelihood of injury in rear-impact motor vehicle accidents, mainly because the inertial loading is transferred from the seat to the CTJ. It is no wonder that this transition zone where the lordotic cervical spine blends to the kyphotic curvature of the thoracic spine is a structurally critical area that is susceptible to many kinds of insults. Furthermore, Cho et al. found that lower cervical laminae are thinner and weaker compared with upper thoracic vertebrae, again demonstrating another anatomical point of inflection that can be exploited by traumatic or repetitive motion. Within the surgical literature for CSM, fusions ending at C7 raise concern about instability and adjacent-segment disease; our findings that listhesis at the CTJ correlates with a worse mJOA score in CSM suggest that stability between C7 and T-1 is related to myelopathy severity.

Moving cephalad in the cervical spine (sagittal slip at C4–5) correlated with a worse NDI and SF-36 PCS in extension. Not only is C4–5 one of the most common places of cord compression in the cervical spine for patients with CSM, second only to C6–7, but Morio et al. retrospectively noted that restriction of C4–5 ROM after laminoplasty improved clinical myelopathic symptoms. They also found a significant correlation with C4–5 intervertebral ROM and JOA score at final postoperative follow-up (R = −0.305, p = 0.031), highlighting the impact of stabilizing this focal area.

An increased maximum sagittal slip at any cervical level, as well as an increased C2–3 slip, correlated with a worse mJOA score in extension. Although the cord is more lax in extension than in flexion, it can still be compressed between a spondylotic ridge and laminae or a buckled ligamentum flavum. Oshima et al. found that the existence of local slip was a prognostic factor for surgery in patients with mild CSM. Myelopathy severity can and does correlate with extreme sagittal plane translation regardless of the cervical level, with the element of extension bringing out the compressive, focal aspect of the disease.

Finally, more segments with focal kyphosis also correlate with a worse Nurick grade and mJOA score in flexion. CSM arises from either a single- or multilevel disease process, particularly in an older population. Shinomiya et al., in an experimental study using cats as models of myelopathy induced by anteriorly applied screws, demonstrated that spinal cord compression at multiple levels caused more severe deterioration functionally and histologically than a single-level compression. This study did not examine the actual frequency and places of compression in the spinal cord, but focal kyphosis clearly and significantly correlates with clinically apparent and patient-experienced myelopathy severity, especially when multiple areas of focal kyphosis exist along the cervical spine.

Taken together, these results on focal abnormalities suggest that spondylolisthesis at C2–3 and C7–T1 are associated with myelopathy severity. There is limited comparative literature regarding best fusion levels in patients who undergo multilevel cervical laminectomy and fusion. Some surgeons routinely select C3–7 and others C2–T1. Surgeons may consider these findings regarding instability at C2–3 and C7–T1 when determining posterior fusion levels for patients with CSM.

**Dynamic**

While listhesis and axial rotation are all part of the motion of the cervical spine, its prominent motion is flexion and extension due to the alignment of the zygapophysial joints and the presence of the uncinate processes. Traditional dynamic parameters such as COR and ROM (as addressed earlier with regional parameters) attempt to quantify the significance of the flexion and extension, and have correlated with HRQOL measures in this study. A more posterior COR (anterior to posterior along a cervical vertebral body) correlated with a worse SF-36 PCS. Although prior work exists on abnormal and normal locations of instantaneous axis of rotations, to our knowledge, no study has correlated COR with any HRQOL measures in patients with symptomatic CSM.

Dvorák et al. performed extensive analysis of flexion and extension radiographs among patients with degenerative changes, radicular syndromes, whiplash trauma, and prior normative data. They found a trend for a more anterior instantaneous axis of rotation for each vertebra throughout a series of radiographs in the patient cohorts compared with a healthy population. Lee et al. found that patients with an unstable cervical spine also had a head-neck axis of rotation that was more anterior than a healthy population, using motion-analysis equipment instead of radiographic data. These data may appear contrary to the conclusions drawn from this study, which show that a more posterior COR is associated with a lower physical capacity. But it is important to recognize that COR, when applied to a pair of flexion-extension radiographs, is vastly different than looking at the “centrode of motion” (made up of many instantaneous axis of rotations calculated from several radiographs spanning the range from flexion to extension and, as mentioned in Methods, prone to error). When the Bogduk method is applied to the cervical spine as a whole, it reflects the quality of movement of the entire cervical spine along with each intervertebral segment. The cardinal determinant of where this center falls is determined by the compression forces of the muscles and compression stiffness of the discs. Increased posterior muscle force tends to displace the center backward. If the anterior stiffness of the disc is reduced, the center would also shift posteriorly. Thus, a more posteriorly located COR could be indicative of a collective stiffness of the posterior soft tissues as well as increased disc stiffness in any disc(s) from C2–7.
Amevo et al. delineated a normal zone (within which the internal axis of rotation could fall), circumscribed by an abnormal zone, thereby eliminating the anterior versus posterior comparison. They found that subjects with neck pain were significantly more likely to fall into the abnormal zone than the healthy population. These studies suggest that there is a difference between the COR of pathological and nonpathological cervical motion. However, further study, based on simple and accurate methodology, is needed to define what constitutes a pathological COR.

To conceptualize and visualize the flexion and extension motion of the cervical spine as a whole and its contributions to the clinical presentation (Fig. 6), Dubousset’s concept of a “cone of balance” was applied to a region of the spinal column. As we alluded to in the introduction, Dubousset asserts that there exists a conus within which the whole body can maintain an upright posture. The cone of economy represents the minimal amount of exertion; the cone of maximum work represents the upper limit of the cone; and the body adapts to changes in balance to regulate the center of gravity over as narrow a perimeter as possible. Dubousset does not imply what is pathological or normal but simply asserts that the greater the cone, the more muscular effort is involved.

The data from this study demonstrated that a smaller cone of kinesis (the dynamic cone of the cervical spine as measured by an angle and an area from a fixed C-7) is correlated with a worse Nurick grade. Furthermore, smaller cones also correlate with increased age, which is consistent with prior data showing that CSM occurs more frequently in older individuals. Patients with smaller cones may have a normal ROM for their age and sex but are potentially guarding their cords from tension or compression, in addition to the reduction of motion due to spondylotic changes. Also, patients with a particularly long symptomatic period before presentation may have exercised active or reflexogenic muscular restraint for so long that they have subsequent soft-tissue stiffening. For these patients, to move outside of this cone would require recruitment of more muscles, which are either chronically overcontracted or underused. Loss of cone size may be more a consequence of neurological compression and not necessarily the inability to move, culminating in a cycle of intentional hypomobility and stiffness. In a sense, surgery attempts to achieve what the patients are already doing in the course of their disease: stabilizing sagittal movement of the cervical spine.

**Limitations and Future Work**

Radiographic analysis is subject to errors of magnification and is a primary limitation of this study, along with the lack of information on the spinal cord and soft tissues. Prior kinematic work by Morishita et al. has evaluated patients in flexion and extension by positional MRI. However, this is not always feasible at many medical and research centers and may exclude a subset of patients with severe myelopathy who may not be able to hold an extreme position for the period of time required for image acquisition. Additionally, the Pavlov ratio has been used to account for variability in magnification. However, this was not included in the current analysis because sagittal diameter of the spinal canal was not a primary focus. This study is also limited by the fact that radiographic evidence of spondylosis is quite ubiquitous in the general population. Thus, the findings in this study may not have rendered cervical radiographs more directly useful in a clinical setting, but hopefully serve as a reminder that even simple imaging techniques are potentially rich with scientifically enlightening information.

Future work should focus on applying this dynamic analysis to pre- and postoperative dynamic radiographs to describe the postoperative relationships of dynamic parameters with mJOA score and Nurick grade. Perhaps defining a neutral point and examining the cone proportions from flexion to neutral and from neutral to extension would provide insight into the distribution of conic motion. It could also be important to apply this dynamic analysis to an asymptomatic group of patients with radiographic evidence of stenosis and attempt to better characterize the natural course of disease to help define who is likely to develop progressive CSM.

A comparison of this study population to an age- and sex-matched normative population would also provide valuable insight into the differences between a pathological and nonpathological population in terms of cone area, cone angle, COR, and age. Finally, given that lumbar stenosis can occur in tandem with CSM, a similar dynamic analysis of the lumbar spine may provide analogous information and push the frontiers of research into a more global design that appreciates the musculoskeletal system in its entirety.

**FIG. 6.** Cone of kinesis, an application of Dubousset’s cone of economy concept, to visualize flexion and extension motion of the cervical spine and conceptualize dynamic pathological contributions to the clinical presentation. Courtesy of Kenneth X. Probst/Xavier Studio, 2014. Published with permission. Figure is available in color online only.
Conclusions

Regional, focal, and dynamic parameters all correlated with either a patient-reported outcome or a physician-scored assessment of myelopathy severity. Increased C2–7 lordosis in flexion correlated with a worse Nurick grade. Focal parameters such as increased listhesis, especially at the CTJ, and increased frequency of focal kyphosis also correlated with worse scores in both flexion and extension. Dynamic parameters, both traditional and novel, also correlated with a worse Nurick grade. Traditional parameters, such as a smaller ROM, correlated with worse Nurick grade, whereas a more posterior COR using traditionally outlined methods correlated with a worse SF-36 PCS. Novel parameters demonstrated that a smaller cone of kinesis, or a reduced flexion/extension motion cone, significantly correlated with a worse Nurick grade, demonstrating with Duboussé’s cone of economy that pathological means of achieving stability may develop in CSM even before surgical attempts at stabilization.
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